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An increasingly major issue in Curriculum literature &Ong recent

years has been the development and implementation of so-called "alternative"

forms of curricula. The rise of this issue probably represents a healthy

tendency within the literature and within curriculum:.

practice, particularly to the extent that prevailing theory and practice

have been based on a relatively narrow set of assumptions and norms.

Nonetheless, our selective review of the existing literature dealing with

alternative curricula and our observations of schools and of curriculum

t .

projects ostensibqy Implementing such alternatives have convinced us that

serious shortcomings 'exist within current efforts to Make sense of.and to

oper&tionalize alternative curricula. The purpose of this study, therefore,

is to urge the establishOle on a sound basis of authentic curricular alter-

natives, by: (1) identifying the,principal shortcomings in current currizeuluM

literature and practice, (2) explicating tJe primary theroretical and Oractical

considerations involved in sound and authentic curricular alternatives, and

(3) 'jlucidating these considerations in ter, f an existing model of curricular

alternatives.

-.ThOcurrent literature on alternatives in education is voluminous
9
and

.
.

-
.1

.*
diverse. It .appeat5 in a wide variety of sources and\,ranges from broad issues

.....,
, .

on alternatives that have little or nothing 'to do with Ckirricula to specific

proposals, for the jmplementation of numerous forms and kinds- & curricula.

By far the most common kind of alternative Curriculum urrently being espoused

is some variation of "open" education. This literature varies greatly in

quality.,
,

. .

-At its worst it is little more than hortatory.. For instance, advocates

of open education and whatever forms of alternative curricula it might imply
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often seem to assume that open.education is automatically better than other

kinds-of education. This assumption is usually based on the notion that open

education is more humane than whatever has gone before it and is therefore

better for all students. Whatever truth there might be in such beliefs, it-

is clear, nontheless, that not-everyone understands open education in the same

way. Nor is there consensus about what particular alternative forms of

curricula follow from what partiCular articles of belief about open education.
air

Without such consensus, the insights contained in the best of the literature on

curricula alternatives are ndri-asy to discern amid the general clamor.

In most projects involving alternative curricula that we have observed, in

practice the burden thus falls on the teacher for bridging the gap between

slogans and operational specifics. While some teachers use this burden as

a stimulus to thought and an opportunity t ercise professional-tia0ve

in making decisions, others flounder. , teachers may embrace the

beliefs and rhetoric of open education nd,yet.maintain antithetital curricular
,

...

....,,
practices. On the other hand, teacherS off

..

adopt open forms of. cur ar

alternatives'but with little
r

or no insight into why these might be .used.

We think, therefore, that in general terms there are four major

shortcoMings:in curregt efforts to promote alternative curricula, although not

every author, curriculum developer, or teacher is guilty of any 'one or all of-,

these./(The first of these shortcomings is the failure to link proposals for

alternative-curricula with thought about educational purposes. For, instance,

alternatives are often negatively based; that is, they are reactions to a

prevailing curriculum but are not rooted in careful, consideration of what

schooling should be for_ 'Often some very reasonable operational specifics are-
,.

offered,:but without a carefully considered view of epistemology, of human

nature, of t role of schooling wit or of the broad range of/human

purposes ed ation serves.



The second of these shortcomings isrthe failure adequately to differentiate

alternatives. Curricula which on the surface appear to be very different may

in actuality be very similar; those which appear to be similar may in actuality

be'different. When curricula are not adequately differentiated, not only can much

confusion about programs ensue but comparative research may be conducted on a

faulty basis (Charters and Jones, 1973), and research findings may be misleading.

The third of these shortcomings is the failure to offer more than one

real alternative to a prevailing curriculum. Clearly, curricular alternatives
4.2

can bedifferentiated with more specificity. than "open" or "closed", than

"humane" or "fnhumane", thalp "child-centefied" or "subject-centered". When

participants in projects eMploying alternative curricula have only two options,

the range of effective choice which M#ght_ke_open to them is considerably

diminished.

fhe fourth of these shortcomings is the failure to provide means by

which alternatives may be made available for both students and teachers.

While some cognizance has been taken of the idea that students differ greatly

in their desires and needs for structured environments and specified outcoMes,

almostno attention has been paid ta the same problem fOr teachers. How I

well prepared professionally are they for curricular alternatives? To what

extent does' participation in'different alternatives require differences i

beliefs and value systems? Such questiObs, especially for teacheri, have not

been 4equately discussed in the literature.

.A number of ,unfortunate consequences arise from these shortcoming,.

The establishment of single, negatively based alternatives without adequate

consideration of basic issues includes the mplicit denial that curricula.
exist along a continuum (hence, a denial of that upon which they can be

'differentiated). This denial often 1 ads in turn*to-the erroneous and

misleading classification of curricu ar fo4ms and practices and thereby'
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creates the strong tendency for all practices (including "alternatives:')

to revert back to prevailing curricular norms. This tendency seems parti-

cularly pronounced when the prevailing curriculum is based on the technological

assumptions implicit in the Tyler rationale. Additionally, since this kind

of pieceme'alassembly of curricular alternatives is seldom based on a real

questioning of prevailing educational purposes, it seldom leads tote
1 ,

developMent of vision about educational purposes., Curriculum policy, therefore,

tends to remain piecemeal, and consequently, "new" curricular alternatives

are displaced by ever newer, more fashionable altentfatives, regardless of

Whether new curricula can be differentiated.froprold. Increasing credibility,

is thus lent to the oft-repeated charge that educators are faddists.

On a more prosaic level, few schools seem touched in any fundamental

way. F instance, an 41ternative school or alrriculum may supposedly be

based on some form of "irvidualized" instruction: In fact, very few

teachers or administrators in any erican schools of today would be willing

to admit that they do not ihdividualize the programs of their students.

However, the practical'outcomes of individualizati is often reflected

only in the speed of gudents,moving through institutionally ected

. objectives and materials. Or, students with reading problems are hum

through some sort of "mush" which does not adequately respond to either the

needs of the subject, or.the;needs of students, to use their mind. The, form

..-

of this instructim is often similar for all students who are literate:

preview assigned materials, pre-test, read matVals, post-test, individual

help, re-test. Large group instruction, group activities, and group projects

1. We are not sugaestinq that Joseph Schwab's now,4famous notion pf "the
practical" (with its espouSal of "piecemearrea&angement of curricular
elements) is faulty. We e suggesting thaVWoyet,'"the practical" has
not been adequately and in lligently incorObtated4nto the alternative

curricula movement.

6
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are not "good", while for some kinds of learnings, at some times, forsome

students, they may represent "alternative" curricular forms which provide

the most desirable kinds of experiences. On the other hand, the kind of

individualized curriculum we have just described hardly seems a significant

departure-from what schools have always done and therefore seems an alternative

in attenuated form only. a

>N.

The opgn education movement itself seems to have crested and may

already be on the wane. It, like so many innovations before ft, has not

,
solved the problems it was supposed -to solve apd probably has not brought

many curricular alternatives to many schools. It may have created More

headafes (literally, in some very "open" environments) than it has alleviated.

".het, if open education embodies some kind of basic curriculum type that

exists along a continuum, then it must be considered as valuable for some

but not.at teachers, for some butnot all students, for some but not all

of the. time. This consideration means that any curricular alternative-

should be considered valuable only in terms of 'the specific use to which

it is put consistent with the purpose for which it is meant. For

instance, in reconsidering individualized instruction,one must not consider-

speed to be the only dimension on which individual students can be treated

differently. One must also consider larger questions about-what individual,
.

students might be Tike both in.school and long after their years of formal
.-______1

schooling are behind them.

What we are suggesting is that the,, greatest overall failure of the

current movement to promote open schools art s alternative curricula (as

reflected in the specific shortcomings we ha noted) is the failure to

provide individual students with a broad range of clearlyTeTferentiated

curricular ltechatives which may be free)), chosen according to individual

purpos This is not to say that all alternatives and all purposes are
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equally valuable; therefore, this iS not to diminish the educator's crucial

role in clarifying both alternatives and purposes end in offering guidance

in making choices. Nor is this to say that alternative curricula can exist

only in alternative schools. In fact we suggest that the best education

tends to take place when alternative forms of curricula exist side-by-side

within the same school, and even within the same classroom. Permitting

this kind of diversity within one district is difficult enough for school

administrators, yet we are advocating a further and more difficult step, that

such diversity be encouraged, even demandedywithin each school and classroom

Obviously, we welcome the kincLof healthy diversity and,pluralism that many

educatOrs now recommend and the education'al, social, and Political be is

tht such diversity and pluralism may bring, but we think that efforts-which

promote them in attenuated form represent something less than total health.

In effect, then, in this paper we are urging educators to adopt a

comprehensive view of the nature of educational purposes and their rela-

tionship to curricular alternatives, to develop a theoretical and practilcal

basis for differentiating alternatives., to provide each student with a range

of clearly differentiated alternatives, and to develop a rationaleJor how

students and teaelOcs may freely choose alternatives. While this paper

focuses on the second of these four tasks, it touches on each ofthe other

three.

Let us now illustrate. some of the foregoing points and perhaps a few

others by briefly and selectively reviewing some of the better literature on

alternative curricula and open education.

8
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Literature on Alternatives

Much of the literature is concerned with son chat tieneral description

of basic but global characteristics of alternative curricula or open

education. As such, this literature is meant primarily to familiarize

readers with the parameter's of these alternatives to traditional or

conventional forms of schooling. For instance, Walberg and-Thomas (1972)

analyze the literature on open education and identify eight"themes" which

emerge: provisioning of materials, humaneness, diagnosis-4 instnuction,
.

evaluation, professional _growth, self-per eption of- teachers, and

assumptions about children and the process Of learning. This stu4'y cleaFTY

r
provides some valuable focal pointsfbr discerni6g,lternatives in education

but does not deal 'with alternative curricula oer4e. Glatthorn (1975)

dqicribes a wide variety bf curricular patterns which exisein alternative

schools, e.g., unstructured learning, opera claswoms, skills exchange

curricula, core, mini-courses, etc. While description of various 'patterns

of curricular organization is valuable in its'own ri ht, Glatthorn does not

suggest whether certain patterns themselves, or thei 0* in alternative

schools, or something else defines alternative ;curricula. Goodlad et al.

(1975) provide a comprehensive view of the general movement toward alternatives

in education, rooting the movement' in some7historila1 perspective, in a

descri tion of e current cultural milieu, and in prediction about the

future. The gr atest,strength of this book'perhaps

questio s prevai ing educational purposes. However,it\does not focus

it that it seriously

'specifically on alter .tiv- curricula, nor explicate a mode l although

Goodlad's own four-part "typology of educational alternati es" of "common

ends and common means," "common ends and alternative means \" "alternative

ends and alternative means," and "self - selected, open ends and means,

9
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including the freedom of not deliberately choosing"' 13) is, as we shall

note below, similar to how we would differentiateal ernative curricula.

A second concern which dominates much of the li dature is with the

effects of open education. Contrary to the resultS'fof a number of studies

which find advantages far open education in terms_of affect, Wright (1975)

reports traditional education as promoting both higher achievement and

lower anxiety among elementary students. .While these results are

intere ting, particularly since they raise questions about the demands

"openness" may make on students, the study does not_attempt_to provide a

well articulated model of open. education nor Of alternative curricular

'forms, 411;Stein and ACPartland (1975) 4-eport small but significant'advantages

for open education, whicifhey identify in terms of this definition: an

open environment school is one in which many alternative activities for

students are permitted, in which alternatives available correspond to

-differences 'among students in their needs and interests, and in iich

students share responsibility for selecting assignments, supervising progress.,

and setting goals"(p. 2. Emphasis in the orginal). This definitionis useful,

we think, for it does begin to suggest a coherent relationship between open

education and alternative curricular forms. Westbury (1973) suggests teat,

while conventional classrooms permit teachers no real flexibility, they also

are superior_in terms of control of "coverage," " astery," and_" management. ".

Only in terms of "affect" do open classrooms seem.superior. Westbury concludes

that new -"technologies" are needed Aich promote control of coverage, mastery,

and management in open classrooms, and he affirms that such control can be Made

consistent with a kind of "intuitionise_epistemology'or an eptsiemblogy'of

questioning suggested by Polanyi and Dewey. Clearly, such epistemological

questions are of crucial importance for advocatesof open edUcation. However,

10
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nt
while these studies directed toward the effects of open education or

alternative curricula thus raise important issues, they also illustrate what

0
is, true of the literature at large':' they compare the effects.of only two

broadly defined alternatives, traditional and open, rather than comparing

the effects of a full range of carefully defined "and differentiated'

alternative curricula.

A third general concern which is present'in a relatively small

proportion of the literature devoted to open educatiori and alternatives is

abisitit the kindsiof questions we have mentioned above,thoSedealino with the

desirability and the workability of such alternatives. These-questions may

or may not be the dominating concern of a study.. For instance, Rathbone

(1973) identifies and explicates four *anizatiOnal features of open

education: space, time, grouping, and instruction, but he acknowledges that

conflicts may arise over whether or to what.extent teachers or studentsdo ° --

the organizing. In discussing this point he suggests,. "yet to understand the

approach of most open education teachers io'tneissue of, setting explieit

curricular objectives, one must b in mind that it'is perfectly possible to

maintain rather fixed ultimate goals, while at the same time allowing

considerable daily flexibility with regard to short-term Objectives" (p.- 534).

We cannot suggest that'Rathbone is correct in this conclusion without

considerably further inquiring into the kind of ultimate goals'he has in

mind, but here he has explicitly raised a fundamental questiol.about the,

nature of clidice and.dohtrO). Later in the paper he raises siip another

central question, suggesting that openness in:itself may be dysfunctional

for some students acrd th ?t open education, therefore, may not be, the, only

,appropriate curricular model. Such questions clearly ore the dominating
1. ,

concern of F iedlander (1975); who suggests that both open ati&traditional

/' 1 1

1
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classrooms are spread along,a humane-inhumane continuum:

I have been in-some open classrooms that seemed like the Olgsse'd
ideal of what schools should,be like in terms of supetTior: hum ne
teaching- 'and learning; and I have been in Open...olassrqgms that
could be compared only to the hack wards of4n unrefbrmed_mental
hospital. Likewise, I have,also.been in tradit+onal classrooms
that could be describedin very inuchhe same fashion,at both
ends of the-scale. (pp. 466467Y 4

He further suggests_that there may be -great differences -*ono students in their
4

need for structure, particularly difference's in temperaTent,,and recommends

----thy students be given a choice about kinds'of clasSrooMs plus the freedom

to move back and forth on the basis of their'experience. He concludes:

Ultihately, the process of formulating, conducting, and interpret*
'open education research must come to gripsw4h the question of
values.,. . . Where open classrooms are established as a school-
wide policy without offering a choice, they are an invitation to
disappointment, (p. 467)

Questions dealing with this third general concern are, also discussiVrtn

0
articles not directly a part of the literature on open education. Hunt41975)'

.

suggests that a wide variety of student selected tasks Mifbe a principal basis' '

for'open classrooms or alternative curricula but that the effects on classroom

atmosphere of the systeMs of beliefs,of teachers may be eyen. more importan.

At the very best, he suggeW that open education,will not be °an, improvement

inless teachers are given the opportunity to' develop the art'f fostering and

implementing it. Kelly (1975) points out howany curriculumconsists of

aesthetic diMensions which stUaentsrespond to by developing personal
e

meanings, but'within a range governed by a context and by ,the nature of the
,

curriculum. Still, since any meaning ha personal dimension, Kelly-flOtes,

,linear logical_ conf,ingen may be inappropriate in 'opeml-cui:ricu3a.based
... ,,-

.
-.,

." 0 ,

.4.

, on principals' [teachers' d students') perceRtions, motffs,--and-heanings
.

of experience."! (pp: 94,95)' Willis. and Allen (1976), investigating the
, .

dimensions and patterns of students' tesporises to curricufa,'report that 14
1 t.' .

. although some'commbnpattehis emerge, students respond to curricula with
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--considerable'diversity and Adividuility; Fo'r.instance, on only one occas on

...,

-of the thirty-nine sampled did all nine or ten students inthe same clessro m
,.,

..,
_

.

.-
.

_ respond roughly in common (in terms of two dimensions, invo4emenond
. ..

elation) to compon curricular. structures.' Possibly this finding indicates

ti

41
that teachers are faced witba per6aps hopeless and ridiculous task if thgy

attempt to discern and meet student needs on a daily baSis within a single.:

,*
,

curricular alternative, even if Oat alternative is open education:, Finally,

r-
. Apple and King (1976) soggest,that the social as-welt as t 'indivjdual

ti

meaning'of school experjencelis problematic. They raise a Qst of qie5tionS

about how schools may, serve to reinforce existing n futiona arrangments,
.

in society, Oarticularly thoSe kich'serVe as a means of social control:1'

Could,therefore, open educatorshe rettellintagainst the institutionalization .*

% . .

cl
06.

e

i
of social control in the traditional ,asSroom? -14ill they eventualiy,Vecom

, . :
-,,

.
_ ,

coopted by such institutionalization in their own classrooms? Such-questions
A .

,
are difficult, but 'surely Open eddeetion an-alternativekurricula will

... -.

neither be.humane nor of Social value if they in the long .run merely to -

.
.,'"' loo..-.4 ,

replitate, rather than toAto4Tevel.the prevailing culture.
,

.
'

The kinds of questions caised:especkally bje,Apple_an4(King=lead directly
s.

into thefourthlgeneral concerg,'whIch is identified with real sdohj?ticption
.

irk .only a very small proportibq of the literature on- 'open education and

4.\

alternative currculitThis concernis with what we might call metacritipsm

and ideology. Fors instance, Denton (01975) suggests that in general the hopes

of Open educators are genuine andwefl founded,ANZ that sharing the s &rhe

*.
.

.

world view,as traditional- educators and most14 igtoritg'history and- ,

epistemolOgl; they tell the teacher little that is new,-merely to be a better

applied psychologist or sociolo§ist,orlit.copcentra .on affeOt-rather than ,

, ..
st4

- :.. . . ,
'cognition.cognition. Nonetheless,-despite these failures in the movement, Denton sees

. ...

, .

- ,

_ A _ v
l'3 .

0..

7. 111.
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open educators gropinglheir way.from calculative, reductioni,stic thinking
/ y

toward meditative thinking and understanding. Yet, to give substance to .

their longings, tt)ey Must develop a new world view or myth, Denton

believes, one he, describes as akin to religious, "a new mode of perception,"

a mode, which= brings the sacramental world'of participation into view"

(p.

s

Perhapt the beg expression of,this new myth, ideology, or world view

for which open'educators search is by Macdonald (1974). Basically, this

"transcendental development ideol-ogy".is a way of linking andgo-inq justice
.

.

. to the structures of ti6th the outer world and one's inner experience, although
i

t neithgr kind of structure is regai-ded as lihear'or fixed. MacdoAld sugoeits
-,

that the aim of 'edUcation should be a ."centering" of the per;on in the world;

tentering:y" he notes , "isNa human experience facilitated in many ways by a

-religious attitude-when 'this attitUde encompasses the search to find ouc
.

k
, ,inner being, or'to complete one's.awarenets of wholeness and meaning as`a .

person.". (p. 104) In this 4nse, the curriculum- itself becomes altransaction'

4 x

41
. :

.4 T %

between., the *rsen an& the outer,world facilitatfngthe kind of impgicit.,.

,.

uhderstaltnding Macdonald describes as "indwelling" (p. 111), an understand-incL

,which is alSo a dissect engagement with ,the worid. .
,--

WetsOmit-that the literature we have reviewed represents an intelligent

approach to the concerns described, but, virtually buried within the welter
. .. . ,

of generally weaker' material.that hat appeared in recent years, it'still.

leaves much work ta-be.lbrie in alleviating the shOrtcominets we have
. .

identified. We repeat that the greatest single failure of the current
.

;

movement for 'alternative -curviculd is the failure to.proyide-individuaT

, .

students with'a broad range of clearly differentiated curricular alternativesA- .
which may be freely chosen.accordingto individual purposes. As a partial

.corrective we offer, next, a brief description of three bisicarranoemeqs foe

14
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curricular alternatives and of our suggestions that these alternatives kan .1)

be differentiated on the basis of thechoices they permit, first, in

determining a curriculum and, second,-in carryiog out a- curriculum.

J.

15
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A Model

The primary theoretical considerations- for differentiatingalternative

curricula can be inferred fr o general model developed by Joseph C. Grannis
2

.

Originallybfished in 1967,.0is essay explicating the general

model thus represents one of the earliest efforts directed toward providing

insight into the most recent open educational movement 'in this country.

46

,Grannis identifies three speciff)and prototypical models that AM4rican schools

have been based upon. These he calls the "family" school, the "factory"

school, and the "corporation" school. While perhaps few, if any., pyre examples

of each of these Prototypes actually exist, the thr4I0Models clearly:embody.

fundamentally distinct curricular and educational alternatives: .Basically.

- put, the educational activities in each ofthese kindS of schools are .pafterAed

onithe social relationships which exist in the kind of institution from-which

. that protitype derives its name. Grannis's main point is that- 'schools can'

'be organi d according to a variety of social models.

T e family school was originally described,by.John Dewey in The

School and Society. It arose in colonial America as the.sctiool took on

more and more of the functions that had traditionally been carried out by
4

the farwiJy. Nonetheless, the institution of the school' was not-sharply

distinct from the institution of the ramily; and schooling was carried on

in many of the same patterns and for makrof thesate reasondSerent,in. .

family life in an agrarian society, the ideal home and the ideal school' ,

2 Joseph C. Grannis, "The School as a Model of Society," origin511y,published
in Harvard Graduate School of Education Association Bulletin 21, ho 2

(Fall, 1967): 15-27.

16
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were both miniature laboratories where the child could carry on under

friendly guidance inquiry into problems arising initially from his

practical concerns. The school existed primarily to extend and deePen

the inqui*T; ways which were not readily accessible in the home.

As Grannis points out, the main advantage of this kind of school

seemingly that it enhances "the integrity of the child's self-concept in

relation to.other individuals and to the world around him" (p. 150), and,

therefore,

.

,
Our terming this a family model empha izes intimate.

)manner of the children's learning with and from e c
other, and the teacher's nurturing ro e, as one who shares
with the children certain interests and occupations, wh
provides materials and settings for the children's growth
and who facilitates the children's solving of problems
that develop essentially out of their own life in the
environment created'for them. (p. 148)

Cremin (1964) descr.ibes a number of outstanding schools that were essentially

family schools, such as Marietta Pierce Johnson's Organic School in the

early 1900's in Fairhope, Alabama. (pp,. 147-153)
4

The factory school arose out of America's response to industrialization

and urbanization, and this model we all are familiar with. Grannis describes

it unsympathetically:

Students in a factory school classroom are generally found
working on identical material at a uniform pace. Identical
grading standards are presumed to be applied to all the
students,-though in practice there are great discrepancies
in their application to different students, or in their
application to different performances by one'and the same
student on various occasions. Much of the work is assign
and recite, and the pattern of dialogue is often rote

, teaching. Students in the factory school.do not get to
see the teacher "do things" that matter to the teacher
himself, except teach, nor do they'ssee the teacher working
on his own questions. (p. 150 .

Students are, encouraged toNthink in terms of a crude standardization of

ti
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products, an terms of effort, reward, and competition. Collaboration

is very limited, an -a punitive atmosphere prevails. Clearly, the factory

school is still a dooinant model in American education today., existing

in relatively pure form at least in the composite pictures drawn of urban

classrooms 453%reformers and critics.

The corporation school arose out of and is in effect an imitation of

the increasing rationalization and bureacr"atization of, orms of organization.

in contemporary life. AcCording to Grannis, the corporation. school is *

relatively impersonal; it is characterized by decision-making hierarchies,

differentiated staffing, and the use of specialized skills and:technology.

It includes both team teaching and non-graded characteristiSet,
. ,-' -

While team-teaching alone does not necessell4y recognize
the different interests and capacities of students, it
does do so when combined with a vertically non- graded

scheme. This is especially true if the scheme doet not-
simply lOcafe the students along various str4ght-line
continua, but allows them to diverge and to concentrate more
in one area of study than in another. The corporation
school tends to develop an elaborately_differentiated
scheme for evaluating and reporting, students' progress,
and it often involves the, students themselves in evaluation

of their progreSs. It sets up contracts with indfvidua
students for their work. Students and teachers are gr ped

in numerous ways fOr various purposeS', and,complex,sch dules
evolve to allocate the time and resourcescof the schoo
(p. 153)

Grannii, believes that there are two crucial questions that must be

asked about this type of school, "How much and what kindf control do
.

the students themselves have over their activities? And what kinds of
.

feelings and attachments develop between the students and the teacher

and among the students themselves?" (pp. 153-154) It does seem clear

that the corporation :school may promote, at the very least, detached

inferpersonai relationships, and perhaps, at worst, outribht artenation

1.$
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artd other forms of-severe, contemporarpsocial malaise. Perhaps the best

examples of corporation schools are many/ of the modern, comprehensive

elementary and secondary schools which/sprang up in affluent suburban c

\
muni- /

ties,during,the 1950's and 1960's.

Grannis's three prototypical models represent` a broad range of

educational alternatives and, we think, curricular alternatives. Today,

educators who are concerned with promoting such things as diversity, cultural

pluralism, innovation, and open or informal practices are generally attempting

to move away from the factory model A major question that remains, however,

is whether this change will be predominantly toward the family or toward the

corporation rioel.\ Our observations have convinced us that often the aspirations

and sometimes the rhetoric of such educators are consistent with the family

model but that many times-the organizational forms and specific clirrsimm_

practices adopted are consistent with the corporation model, indeed when there

is any real change at all.

The difficulties of putting into prac'tice a fol-lr-engeof real

educational alternatives are thus not to be underestimated; nonetheless,

as we have suggested, there seem to be two principal criteria upon which to

clearly differentiate the,curricular alternatives implicit in the specific

models identified by Grannis. These are the degree of choice each model

permits the individual studeat, first, in determining the curriculum and,

second, in carrying out the curriculum,. Put a slightly different way, these

alternatives can be differentiated on the basis of the degree of freedom

they permit the student in originating the curriculum and in selecting the

methbdology for realizing the curriculum.

In the factory school the student is in e poSition analogous to a

19
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worker in factory. Neither the student nor the worker .

ordinarily' participates directly in 'deliberatioh ,concerning either

t.

the general purposes of the organization or the specis conditions under

which individUals presumable contribute toward the fuliillthent of those

purposes. Both are in essentially a "take it or leave:it" situation;

only the factory worker can quit his job, whereas mOstgtudents are bound

by compulsory attendance laws.

The corporation school permits the student some fieedom to act in

accordance with his own interests, but usually this freedom is confined to

decisions concerning methodology. Just as, an employee Of a complex modern

corporation ordinarily has little say in determining general purposes,

the student rarely has a voice in setting curricular norms, although
---

both employee-and student may be relatively free'to reach specified norms

in ways of their own choosing. The curriculum of the corporation school,

then,'is ordinariV selected primarily according to a social needs criterion,

and even when an individual needS criterion is invoked; the school rarely

makes the student an active partner in deciding what he needs to know or do.

To the extent_to which the family school, can be based upon'perhaps

somewhat idealized relationships within a harmonious family, the student

iv-an active participant in setting both purposes and methods of ,realizing

those purposes. FOthermore,'within a family group, members prdinarily

have a more direct say and a more attive.faterest in-jointly deciding

purposes and methods than do memb f a vlativefy.impersonal organization.

Additionally, family membership may omote democratic and flexible decision-
,

Making, for family.decisions can be made or changed personally, even

whimsically.' Decisions can-be made wish reasonable dispatch, and changes,

.1. 1

even failures, are subjected to less harsh sanctions than areEPTIFsWIMITF---,------1
. _

-,..,<-_,,

bureacratized organizations, .
. .

,

20
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Given Grannis's descriptions of these three models of schools, and

given the differences in freedom of choice-about; curricula permitted the

student by these models, on what basis can we recommend that these models

represent a range of alternative curricula that be made available to students

within any district, any school, even any classroom? How can such alternatives

exist within the same classroom? Is not the family model, which seems tofN
maximize choice and autonomy, superior to the other two?

These are difficult and important questions, but they can be answer-6T-

both clearly and incisively, we think, by considering that we have thus

'far been describing choice at two different levers. It should be clear`

that within the three models there are differing degrees of choice about -

originating and carrying out the curriculum available to the* student;

this point should present no difficulty. However,'wherea5 Goodlad suggests

that "self-selected, open ends and means, includingthe freedom of not

deliberately choosing' represent basically a fourth alterptive (to his

previous three, which seem to correspond closely to Grannis's three models),
4

we believe this kind of freedom is an indispeAsible and encompassing context

'within which any decisions about specific models must be made. This contextual

freedom is the freedom within which - not about
4

which - real

choice's of distinct curricular alternatives are possible. In effect, unless

the student has the freedom of choosing or not choosing among well differentiated

models, of curricular alternatives, choices about specific-curricular ends

aid means which may be permitted within any one model are largely hollow.

It is sometimes difficult for us to understand why anyone who has

achieved a measure of autonomy or developed the habit of thoughtful reflection

about his decisions might freely chooSe a model in which curricular ends and

means are p scribed for him, yet many peopIe-do.gain added control ever their

. 2 1
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t.

lives by freely submittiri emselVes to such situations. Perhaps this is

a paradox about the nature of freedom upon which freedom is built. It seems,

then, that none of Grannis's three models for curricular alternatives is

necessarily either ethically or practically superior to the other two for any

one person as long as a context permitting freely choosing among them is present.

As a practical metter, this means that any teacher might make available

within any classroom a full range of curricular altern Ives (although this

is by no means easy to do) and carefully consult wit students about how

they wish to choose among them. Such choice might als be between alternative

classrooms within a single school or alternative-schools within a single

district. While in describing the factory school Grannis has described

some"of the worst features in how what we might now call traditional education

often has been carried out, it is thus by no means cprtai,n that Most or any

cyrthese features are present in traditional education done well. Recalling

Friedlander's remark about the humaneness and inhumaneness of both open and
I

traditional classrooms, we also recall many teachers who, in situations that

permitted students no real choice of curricular ends or means, still with

considerable gracefulness carried out their role, skillfully, sensitively,

and sympathetically describing and sometimes altering th -curriculum.

Traditional educaZio-n done well, we submit, may be as likely as open education

to promote individual autonomy, but it is most likely to be done well and

it can be done completely ethically only in the presence,of a context which

permits it to be freely chosen. Perhaps the-most "open" classroom is, then,

one which encompasses all three of Grannis's alternatives. Providing ,a.

context of freedom and a full range of curricular alternatives differentiated

as we have descrl therefore-what the movement for alternative curricula

needs to concentrate on, not on how specific curricula are organized.

22
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Grannis's model of three prototypical schools provides a means of clearly

differentiating curricular alternatives according to the degree of choice

each alternative permits the student in originating and in carrying out the

curriculum. The prototypes themselves, as we have explicated them, assume

that students will have either nearly complete freedom or nearly no freedom in

choosing in these two matters. In practice, of course, a great many more than

these three prototypical alternatives are possible, for students, will have

varying degrees of freedom of choice. For instance, it is possible to have

a fourth alternative in which students largely determine the curriculum

but have little say in how it is carried out or implemented.

23
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Some Practical Considerations

To these essentially theoretical considerations can. be added

more practical considerationsby posing questions concern what practitioners

actually need to know in operatiorializinq these ',falter-natives for curricula

and in matching students ith-appropri-ate alternatives or in helping students

choose appropriate alternatives. We think these practical considerations

fall into four general groups: 11)assump,tionsabout knowl'edae, human nature,

and values, (2)specific operational methods employed_24n-thIliuction and in,

discerning educational needs, abilities, and Aesires of students,

(3)arganizational characteristics of such"things, as time, space, materials,
4

and subject matter, and (4)assumptions about and uses of evaluation. We also Z

admit to some dismay whenever we find attempts to differentiate alternative

curricula on the basi,s of one or two of these general groupings only.

Let us now consider how these practical considerationsapply to\the

three prototypes for alternative curricula identified within Grannis's ogneral

...

model. Although ,as actually employe in schools thereis'a great deal of

overlap between these practical considerations, we ihimi0J-ey can be

reasonably used by teachers in.-identifying alternative curricula in operation.
:R, ..,

Among the most important .tions thatmust be made by an educator

are those dealing with the nature of knowledge, with humarvhatUre, and with

the sources of value of the educational process. In very general terms, the

educator most likely to advocate the factory school tehds to see knowledge as

basically fixed (although probably accumulating) - 'and, therjfore, to view some

bits of knowledge as more worth knowing than others. He_tends to see human

nature as fixed and requiring direct in ervention to insure ma'ny 'Toms of

desirable learning, perhaps by-increasin "motivation" or by deliberately k.

delimiting-ome freedoms. He tends, to.s e the value of the ends toward
. ---,, I.

-/
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. 0 :

,
,which education is directbd asbeing:more important than the value ofthe

educational process itsgJf, and these ends, ,he probably views as
.-

predominantly utilitariaW and socially deteeminerl. 14 the factOry0schrool, 6°

then, the curriculum is subject %atter based on academic disciplines and

,predetermined. Most other valueS
+

are imposed by societyrandthe structures

. .

of the school. All values are fixed and hierarchical, and students must

be molded into conformity.

The educator advocating the corporation school:,probably lendsAoaaree

that knowledge is fixed. However, he probably also views human nature as

such that students have special interests and can take some initiative.in

recognizing, then. The nature of society, however, tends to predominate' as

a source and shaper of values. _In the-terporation school, then, the

curriculum is\still largely based on,academic disbiOines and predetermi

but theUtilitariah.demands'of society may also shape the curricOluM://

- Basically, the:siudent is expected to learn how to fit into'society (hence,
fr

to adopt society's values), but the school as an institution recognizes
,

more than one way by which the,stiPdentinay accomplish this,
:.

.

The educatbr most .,ely to advocate the" fomily school probably tends

to see knowledge as changing or at least suggests tOt we can never really.
,-, _-.

r

. '

'know which bits of knowledge are most worth knotAng. He (tends to see human
.v

,..

nature as such that "the individualls.sufficiedtly motivated-or.ableto use
1: -

most freedoms to accomplish desirable learning without much direct (although

3*
perhaps with much indi.mct) idterventioi:- He tends to' see the intrinsic

! -

values of the'edkational means as at least as important as the value of the,
,- ..

ends, and the MeAsare usually viewed as including intellte6tual,ysocial
--' ,

, 1/4

"emotional, and aesthetic values and as eing` rredominantlpindividually ,--

,determined. In the fa101y school, then, the.curricullim in e Subject

-matter based on Academic disciplines or shaped ',Ili the nature of-toaety, ,,bUt

-e
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, the curriculum is not i)redetermined. The functionscaf the. school tend to

'

tenteron the individual student and his develdpmemf ttnce' both studen s

/.
and the process of knowiNg.are idiosynerat ait.s the curriculum s emergent. afr:

N. ..,. > ' . ,, .. . ..

While difference's in assumptionsmay in themselves make comparatively
., ,

, ...,
,

.

little,diffrence-in educational practite, a key point is for the educator
t

td"make operational decisions consistent with the assumptions he holds..

Again in very general terms, the educator most likely to advocate the

factory school usually sees his role as one of insuring desirable learning

through a p cess of relatively direct intervention. .- The factory schobl,

therefor adopts consistent operational specifics and usually focuses on

academic learning. .For instance, students <are grouped to-facilitate such

learning and are subject to non-promotion for failure to demonstrate

accomplishment in academics, 4sually'as measured by 'standardized tests./

Assignments,are made to whole groups of students in terms of sequenc of

subje't atter. Re6itation_is-.the predominant method, and.rote learning'
v

often emphasized. 'Teachers only teach-. In general, a competitive,

4uthorita*, and punitive atmosphere may prevail as adults make al

decisions.

The educator, advoCafin6 the corporation schoot may desirable

,
`-le,

.

arning best insured through operational methods rel ing on somewhat less
t

..

dir0ct intervention for all students.' Th0 torporation schdol may, therefore,
fi

,4e. provide aseriof different operations meant to' lead basically to the salp,e-
.

'

SI
.4

, 'rqbal;'-i.e., various and flexible forms of grouping and instruction,

teaching, etc. 'In general, the corporation school provides a erarchical

-/'
structure of detision-making consistent wftn established institutional goals

and attempts to bureaucratically coordinattspecialized functions Of its

staff, It ma, also adopt specific procedures meant to promote developme t

in terms of severalhierarchies (cognit-he1Midral) as well to promote ademic

learning.
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The educator advocating the family:school sees.his role.as qulte
.

, -

complicated, for through a process of indirect intervetion only he
4.

attempts to insure less but to suggest more than other educators. The

family school, therefore,:usually adopts a wide variety of operational

specifics which are intended tc probote the qualitof experiencing, as ,

well as progress in developmental .hieearchies and in academiclearging.

ror instance, these methods usually.centerAaround activities' selected by

students in terms pf their on iterests. Teachers, also, may engage in

their.own tasks, with opportunities provjOed for students to join them.

;;*
Collaboration between students'and between students and teachers is

encouraged: In general, 'any method is seen -as legitimate which serves to

meet, broaden,,or refineinteretts.consistent with generaloand flexible

views of institutional purposes.
- , 401. A

The. organizational characteristics of such thingg'as time, spae,

materials,-and subjectmatter also tend to vary considerably between these

three kinds of schools Consistent with the varying assumptionS of different

educators, In the factory school subject matter, is broken down into parts

and-arranged sequentially. blocks of time are alloted for gAoup study of

each pa-t of-the sequentet and materials are chosen, to reflect both the

.

sequencing of parts and the time tlloted .to each part. -Space itself is

,

siMParly structred,:bein§ organized to compartmentalize groups of

student and-to encourage each member IA any one group to fobts-on the tame

task at the same tjme.

In the corporation school, time, space, materials, and subject matter
1

Ire usually arranged more flexibly, to permit to a certain extent some

variatiqp in the strictly logitol
.

sequencing.of subject matter. Subject'

.`

matter'is still broken down andarranged sequentially, but ordinarily several'
.

different sequences may be present, Time is similarly arranged (for instance,

27 -*
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modular scheduling) rm? individual students to proceed through a

sequence of their-chobsing at some kind'of suitable pace. Space and,
1

materials are similarly selected and structured to encourage an

"indlXidualized" :approach to progress through set sequences, although

often_group'instruction also exists in this school.

In the family school; seldom are time, space, materials, or subject

matter broken down'and sequenced except by an individual'Jor his own

purposes. aterials are ordinarily, chosen to encourage a wide variety.of

approaches to diverse areas of subject matter. While group instruction may'

exist in Vie family school, gr pt ordinarily come into existence

spontaneously and informally, to- pursue .me common interest. 1embership

of groups fluctuates, and groups tend to drop out of existence when:
6!

common interestsare satisfied. Any partitioning of spec3 or time is

, - $
ordinarily.intended to maximize the ability of individuals to pursue their

inttrest's tonsistently with the purposes and assumptions of the school.

Since different assumptions in themselves do not necessarily make.

differences in practice, arid tince in practice methods and modes of .

organizations sometimes overlap, specific assumptions about and uses of

evaluation by the educator are another means of comparing the alternative

Curricula embodied in Grannis's.three specific model§. Iri.ttieactory.

school, the educator assumes that the best education is themOtt-efficient

t.

in terms of promoting retention of the predetermined curriculum, and he

Otis. evaluates by determining thq degree to which outcomes specified as,'

desirable'prior to_practice are realized after practice. Thus the factory

school-stresses identical standards and the quantity and rate of work a

.

student 'produces. Ordinartly, a few students are'Permitted to set the pace.'

for each group while At least some students who are particularly unable to

4_8
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keep'up are expected to fail.

.

In the corporation school, the EonsideratiOns we have previously

;described permit considerably more flexibility in how evaluation can be,.
--,..._

conducted in practice. Basically, this means that the corporation school *_y

v190

t.. (..

ordinorily makes some effort to :appraige the individual students' rate of

progress through the individual tasks he may be engaged in. Hoviever,

aside from this rather minor difference,we are able to ficd,no essential

differences whatsoever between the factory and corporation schools in

either specific assumptions about or uses of evaluation.

While the :educa'tor who, advocates the family school obviously needs

carefully consideredtideas of what constitutes desirability, he cannot be

consistent with his assumptions about knowledge, human nature, and values

and still rely on the ordinary mode of) evaluation. For instance, the practical

.considerations listed above represent a vast and not necessarily finite range=

Qf concern to be dealt with. Lt would be naive to suppose that all

concerns can be specified, kept in mind, or out into practice simultaneously.
'

It would be men more naive to suppose that so they should or that some can

be realized without creating circumstances that prevent the, realizatiin of

others. So, this_eduCator assumes that at best evaluation is an

approximation, but one which felicitously used can still'help. rbal4e his

values. Therefore, in the family schobl,evaluation-incorporates a very large

number of checklists and multipTq- criteria for monitoring the flow of almost

. all specifics within the range of concern of the evaluator. Durina.practice,

he constantly refocuses his attention as circumstances and his own judament

-seem to dictate and modifies practides primarily to head off polentially

.44

. , negative situations which the process of monitoring has alerted him to. He
:

constantly reformulates his evaluation as the process unfolds Out finalizes
.:.

29 .
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is judgment only in light of consideration of a broad and often

"unpredicted range of outcomes, both positive and negative.4n'nthis way,

the family school is able to include within an assessment a far broader

range of criteria than either of the other two schools and to use these

criteria in a flexible way to moOfy'practice consistent with the purpose

of maximizing the desirable results of student choice in determining andti
in carrying out the curriculum. In practice,.this means that the family

school can simultaneously stress both quality of work and idiosyncratic -

and personal standards. :

t.

Iv

11.. S.

.
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Conclpsion

In conclusion,,we th4nk this study is of educational significance for

four major readons. qrst, identifying and differentiating three basic prototypes

for curricular alternatives and providing an operational description

consistent with each provides a theoretical cornerstone for clarifying and

expanding curriculuM rationales and an operational cornerstone for educational'

practice. Second, tha study tends to refocus research in alld talk about

alternative curricula on primary considerations. In one sense it makes such

research possible, for it makes available a means for clearly differentiating

(hence, clearly comparing) authentic alternatives. Third, it tends to

shift curriculum policy from piecemeal assembly Of alternatives to bropder

vision about the social pueposes of education., Fourth,.it tends to helvmake

possible and to be consistent with a full range orplaysibe alternative

:choices inherent in a healthy educational and cultural pluralism.

We.have suggeSted that the specific forms of organization of curricula

which are often stressed in the literature on alternatives are not good

differentia of real alternatiVes. We have suggested that the best differentia

are the degrees o.choice permitted the student in practice and within a

specific institutional context in determining the curriculum and in Carrying
-

out'the curriculum. 'The nature of freedom is far more basic in determining

alternatives than are sp ifiC organizational forms.

The alternatives we have tified are three points along a continuum.

'The needS and purpose; of_any sGhool system or any one student may or may

not, be met by any one of these three0herefore, wehave insisted that

eduZrs should provide a broad rangeorcurricular.alternativA which may
. ,

be' freely chosen according_ to individual purposes. We have:not suggested

that:elf aldtepnatiVes are 'of.eqUal value; but each may have tome -value _1_

. .

- ,
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within a context that permits free choice among them.

Ultimately, how-Oueators treat alternative curricula depends on

how educatOrs treat the much brOader issue of humin freedom. About

freedom Macdonald (1972) has written:

Freedom is not pos-sible without choice, and choice is
impossible with-6ji fablealternatives:..In the end
freedom may be, as Dewey 'assertedmany-,times, a mental
attitude. Yet this attitude cannot develop without
the existence of- many.opportunities or.choosing and
the leeway for exploring and expefimen,ting along
the w4y. (p. 7) - ip

In this paper we have merely touched the.surface of the.nature of freedom,

What matters for alternative curricula, and for many other reasons; is

w educators treat Vke nature of human freedot in the Tong-tun.

a
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